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GOVERNMENT BILLS                                          

The National Institute of Fashion Technology Bill, 2005 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri Shankersinh Vaghela to move the Bill. 

THE MINISTER OF TEXTILES (SHRI SHANKERSINH VAGHELA): Sir, I move: 

"That the Bill to establish and incorporate the National Institute of Fashion Technology 

for the promotion and development of education and research in fashion tecnnojqgy 

and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto, be taken into 

consideration." 

The question was proposed. 
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SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA (Rajasthan): Thank you, Mr. Deputy 

Chairman, Sir. I rise to support the National Institute of Fashion Technology 

Bill, 2005. Sir, the world is passing through a big economic, I should say, 

blast. The development is taking place in every aspect, whether it is 

manufacturing sector or the service sector or the heavy industries sector or the 

science and technology sector or the agriculture sector. Obviously, the fashion 

technology cannot be left behind. It was in 1986 that the then Congress 

Government, with a vision of Shri Rajiv Gandhi, started this Institute, which 

is known as NIFT. I personally know a number of students who have studied 

in these institutes and who have become fashion czars, as we call it. Not only 

in this country, but these designers are being accepted in the world also. Like 

the Indian paintings, which are coming in a big way, the designers are going 

ahead in the world market. In this situation, the present Government wants to 

give more autonomy. I am with it. But, on the one hand, we give more 

autonomy to this Institute, and, on the other hand, we try to throttle the 

activities of this Institute by bureaucratic control. That has to be looked into. 

What is our serious intention? Do we want this Institute to develop at world 

level? Do we want this Institute, which is there at seven centres? As Marooji 

has said, I will also request the hon. Minister not only this Institute, we should 

have a centre in every State of the country. We should develop more and more 

private fashion institutes. When we are talking about globalisation, its impact 

should be on this also. If we control it by bureaucracy, it will not develop the 

way we want it to develop. Talent is available in the country. Sir, you have to 

use the best talent available in the country. That should be used for this 

Institute. Our students, who come out from the IIMs, and the IITs, are the 

world-class students. Similarly, this Institute also has to become a world-class 

institute. It can become a world-class institute only if we use the best talent. 

Sir, obviously, when these students come out of it, they will add value 

to the products. Textile is one of the most important products, which is being 

exported. I think 29 per cent exports of the country are textiles. More and 

more other products, which are related to the fashion technology, are going 

outside the country. Because, for the last few years, we have had Miss Worlds 

and Miss Universe. All of us know that. 

A number of beauties from our country have shown the world that India 

is not lagging behind in any kind of activities. When we come to fashion also, 

we cannot lag behind. 
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Indian fashion does not necessarily mean, as we call, less and less 

clothes or less and less coverage. The saying goes that sometimes you hide 

less but reveal more. So, it is not the question of fashion by revealing more; 

fashion can be displayed by hiding more. If we see fashion in our villages, that 

is equally good fashion. Sir, I know that European and American people 

nowadays want Indian Maharajas kind of dresses for their weddings. Why? 

Because that is becoming the fashion. That can be more acceptable. So, 

revealing more is not going to be the fashion. 

Marooji has mentioned about fashion shows. Obviously, I am not 

against fashion shows, because shows are necessary for propagating what kind 

of fashions a country develop. If organisers with ulterior motives want to 

show something which should not be shown— ��!� �हC"�  	�	 �Z.�. �;.��  ह*, 
:! ��ह �� ��	 ह	���  �q3� 	� <�!*hA��. �हf ह* –and if it is proved that any 

organiser is doing it, then strongest action against him should be taken under 

different laws available in the country. If the fashion is done in accordance 

with the culture of our country, we will welcome it. But it should be decently 

done. 

Fashion is now not only confined to women. Nowadays men are equally 

interested in fashion. I would like to name anybody, but a number of our 

people, even may be some MPs, are interested in fashion. Kurta payjama is 

also a fashion. 

����� �=�#� ��� ( ��Z3	 �
��.): �� o�0 ! 7����	� ��  �� ��X  )� "�,  
!��� ह*B 

�� (��6B %�.L6�#��: �� ह�
, �ह.� 	V��  "�,� �हf ��,  ��  "�, �.��B Our great 

friend, he is fashionable man. He is the leader of the fashion in our House. 
This is also the fashion, Sir. These things can be developed. It should be 
developed. I have no objection. When we come to the business side, Sir, I 
would like to draw the attention of the House and the Minister, through you, 
Sir, that the kind of volume of business which is developing in fashion and the 
kind of value addition is coming, the same jacket which my esteemed friend, 
Mr. Reddy, is wearing, I can tell you this jacket is available for, say, Rs. 500. 
But when Mr. Reddy wears it, it becomes worth Rs. 50,000. This is through 
fashion. So, the fashion value addition is quite a lot. That is what the country 
needs when we export. When we export anything with value addition, the total 
cost is much lesser and that will be a great plus point for the country's 
business. Sir, it is not the question 
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of ten billion dollars. It can be twenty billion dollars or it can be 40 billion dollars even 

now, of the whole world's total business available, even in the textile, India is handling 

hardly one per cent of the world's textile business. The scope is unlimited. It's the 

question of taking advantage of it. And at this time, if we keep our mind closed that we 

will not do this or that we will keep the bureaucratic control on every step of our 

activity, then, I am sorry, we will only be taking and giving lip-service to this 

technology. We will only be giving lip-service to the development of the country on 

this side; otherwise, the scope is unlimited and we should look into it from that aspect. I 

will request the hon. Minister to look into it. 

Sir, there is another point which is very important, and Madam Karat will bear with 

me, we want women to be more active; we want more and more girls getting into it 

rather than household chores. They should become more productive and they can be 

more productive in fashion business. As we all know, in this Institute, the ratio is 50:50. 

In no other institute, you will find that girls are 50:50. Boys are many more. So, that is also 

one of the reasons if we develop this Institute more, more and more girls will come into 

this kind of activities. Girls understand fashion more than the boys do. This will be a 

great addition and help to the women and girls of our country who are coming out of the 

colleges and they will go into this line which is their line and they can do better 

business also. 

Sir, this amendment was required, which was being tried since December 2005. 

But, unfortunately, it has been delayed for sometime because it went to the Standing 

Committee and the report has come. Basically, fashion does not mean only the cotton or 

silk or only the textiles. Fashion means everything—either it is jewellery fashion or it is 

made out of leather and even crafts are fashion. And when we think of fashion, even 

interior decoration is a fashion. It is by fashion that a number of things are put at 

home. These are all part of fashion. So, that is why, probably the hon. Minister and the 

Government wanted this amendment that all this should be included and I compliment 

him for this. 

One issue was raised by our hon. Member just now regarding inclusion of three 

Members of Parliament in this. Well, I will be glad that one of our Members will be in 

this Governing Board. But I don't know what kind of service they will give to this Board 

because most of the MPs are not fashion-oriented. Mr. Reddy has become a Minister. So, 

he can't go there. Either he agrees to get out of the Ministry and goes as a Member 
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there. I have no objection. Then, he will give value to this Board. If I object to the 

bureaucratization of this membership, I also object to the politicisation of this. I do not 

suggest that there should be any bureaucratic control. At the same time, I suggest that there 

should be no political control. Members of Parliament have many more things to do. I 

personally think that they do not have to be involved in this kind of activity directly. 

Lastly, I would like to say that the NIFT has decided to award degrees instead of 

diplomas. That is a very good idea. I would like to mention one more thing. I don't think 

that the Indian Maharaj, who is known as the chef in English, can go out of the country 

for service because they do not have the certificate. The Indian cooks are also very, very 

important people. It is a big technology. But, unfortunately, since no certificate is being given 

to them, they are not allowed to go to the US or the European countries for service 

because they have no certificate. Similarly, if degrees are given, it will be recognised, 

and they can work at the world level. Thank you very much. 

SHRI SK. KHABIR UDDIN AHMED (West Bengal): Mr. Deputy Chairman, 

Sir, I rise not only to support the Bill, but also to welcome such a laudable Bill. Now, the 

Institute of Fashion Technology will not merely award diplomas, but the scope of the 

Institute has been broadened, firstly, to improve quality and excellence in education; 

secondly, to award degrees, and thirdly, to import still higher education in fashion 

technology, including research work. This will help the artisans to develop the level of 

their skills, and they would be able to compete in this field at the international level. 

Even then, i would like to make some points to enrich the Bill and to make it attractive 

for the grass-root level artisans. 

In clause 3, sub-clause (3), there is a provision for constitution of the board. In 

sub-clause (f) of this clause, it is stated that there should be five persons from States in 

which the campus of the institute is located. But, it is not said whether this number of five 

persons should be increased in case the number of States having campus is increased. 

In clause 6, details have been given in respect of the functions of the institute. I 

invite the attention of the hon. Minister to item no. XVI of this clause. Here, it speaks of 

technical assistance to artisans, craftsmen, manufacturers and designers etc. In this 

connection, I would like to emphasise the cases of the vast section of people working in the 

garments industry, in knitting profession, in embroidery which are wide spread in 
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1,00 P.M. 

cities, towns and villages, and where a large section of the talented young people are 

devoting their intellect and toil. 

A provision is necessary to provide technological knowledge to the grass-root 

level artisans by way of short-term courses. Besides, how to help the handloom and khadi 

workers. We all know that there is a general crisis in the khadi industry." Suicides have 

taken place amongst the handloom workers. How could we intervene in that particular 

area? What provision is this Bill making for these large sections of rural artisans? We are 

having innumerous talented persons working in the self-help groups, spread over the 

whole of the country, particularly among the minorities, the SCs/STs, the OBCs and 

other socially and economically depressed sections of the society. This Bill does not 

stand for giving priorities to these sections of young boys and girls. Should we stick to 

the elite and affluent sections alone? The Bill should have a provision to extend to the 

base level workers who are devoting their toils and intellects day and night to earn a 

bare livelihood. If necessary, I propose to being amendments to extend its approach to 

the grass-root level of technicians in time to come. 

Sir, in section 15, sub-section (5), the Central Government is assuming powers 

to remove the Director-General before the tenure of three years. It will not be wise to 

vest such powers of arbitration on the Central Government. I hope that democratic 

norms would be devised in this respect while preparing rules. 

Sir. India is having a long and praiseworthy tradition of culture and style of its 

own But nowadays, a tendency is found, to grow more and more, to expose the 

western culture and style. Growing up our own beautiful style, our teachers, 

professors, the courses of studies and technical experts should take a proper view in 

that respect. 

Let fashion run with the call of ages. The newer generations must have 

attachment to the taste of the growing civilisation. But the inner significance of the 

Indian civilisation must be restored and be enlarged to attract the whole world to our 

growing fashions. Thank you, Sir. 

�� .��)� 5H�#( >�� $"�#): 9C���" 	ह;"�, �� "�# �हf, ��q� " ���� 	� 
X* #� �� �	���  � ��� ह*B :!��  �.< �� X* #� A���;.i�� �; �d��� �� �8�� ह* 
:!�.< 	V :! ��9��� �� !	�5� ���� ह4
 B :!!� X* #� 2� $1�;���� ��  ]�� 	� , �#]� 
2� �� !
9�� 	� ����.A� �; �d��� �	.���B !�� ह� !�� :!�� >\�/5, ����! 2� 
!
�95� 	� )� �8�� 
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ह*B X* #� $1�;���� :! ]�� 	� �; �o�p��
 $"�� �����, �ह �o�p��
 "���  �� )� �8�� 
ह*B X* #� A���;.i�� !� #1�]� ]�� �; �; �d��� �	.��� ह�, !�� ह� !�� >�;� �; )� 
�d��� �	.���, ��!!� �;����  �� ���= ह;��B :!��  !��-!�� ���^� �; )� �d��� 
�	.���B .���� ह	��� <� ! }�� ह* �� �हf X* #� ��  ��	 �� �; �� .;� ���ह�� 
ह;��  �� �ह�  हV  �� �95 �£� ह;�� �� �ह�  ह*  �� �£� $"#5� ���� �� �ह� ह*, :! �� �;� 
.��P ��<B :!� �#� 2� ��Z��! ��  !�� �� :! �� �;� .��P ��<�� 	V :! ��9��� 
�� !	�5� ���� ह4
 B 9C���"B 

SHRIMATI N.P. DURGA (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, the Government has brought 

this Bill before the House to give statutory status to the NIFT. The NIFT was established 

two decades ago, and the Government has, now, though it fit to make this Institute at 

par with other professional institutions with international benchmarking. The Bill has 

been examined by the SC on Labour, and that gave two substantive amendments. The 

first one is with regard to the definition of 'fashion', and the second one is to give 

representation to the Members of Parliament on the Board of Governors of the 

Institute. It is good that the Government, I understand, has accepted those 

recommendations. 

Sir, NIFT has been emerging as one of the pioneering institutes in the country in 

the field of fashion designing with nearly 1,500 intakes every year. It is good that NIFT 

is fully funded by the Government. Now, with the proposed statutory framework, I hope 

that NIFT would transform fashion technology into a wealth-generating business by 

getting more assistance from the Government. I would suggest that there is a need to 

embed fashion technology into a textile industry which is very important for our 

economy. 

The next point is, many people is semi-urban and even in urban areas are not 

aware that there is an institute in the country, which deals with fashion technology, 

fashion designing etc. Even it they know, they are only aware that it deals only in 

designing garments. Very few people know that NIFT provides courses even in leather 

garment designing, fashion communication, accessory designing etc. So, there is a need 

for bringing more awareness about fashion designing to make India a fashion capital of the 

world. If you look at the textile designing, the global supply and retail chain are the key 

characteristics of this industry. India has a tremendous opportunity in textiles in the area 

of design and supply chain logistics. Design costs in India are one-tenth of that in the U.S. 

and there 
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is a change in the sourcing pattern of buyers and most of them sourcing from centres 

close to the point of sale. So, there is big scope for India to become a design outsourcing 

hub and we should not miss this opportunity. India is doing somewhat better since January, 

2005 when quotas on textile imports were lifted. The world trade in this segment has 

since then undergone a number of changes and presenting buyers with several options 

in sourcing. Of course, in just one year, Indian textile and apparel exports increased by 19 

per cent.to 16 billion dolars. This should be consolidated and doubled in the next 3-4 

years. 

The other point is that, in India, we are regularly having Fashion Shows where 

models display different designs. But in the recent wardrobe malfunction at Mumbai 

Fashion Week a halter of a designer's creation slipped off and in another incident 

another model's skirt was torn open. This is not for the first time that such things have 

happened. Earlier also such incidents have happened. But the Government of India is not 

taking any measures to prevent recurrence of such incidents. So, I urge upon the 

Government to issue some guidelines and make them to follow strictly. 

Sir, you are upgrading this Institute to the status of an institute of excellence like 

IIT, MM, etc. Now, the Government is seriously considering giving reservation to the OBCs 

in NTs and IIMs. If this materialises, would the Government also consider extending the 

same to the NIFT? If it would not, I wish to know the reasons behind that. 

Finally, on the Board of Governors, you have only one representative from the 

Council of States. So, I suggest that instead of having one Member from the Rajya 

Sabha, you appoint two Members on the Board of Governors, with one lady Member as 

a Member on the Board. Thank you. 

SHRI MOINUL HASSAN (West Bengal): Sir, I would like to put to the Minister 

only two questions. As I know, in reality, fashion depends on our culture, not only in 

respect of our nation but also in respect of any nation. In this fast-changing world, 

cultural exchange is going on throughout the world. So, fashion is also changing. My 

specific question is: What type of action is the Government of India, particularly this 

Department, taking to meet the changes which are taking place throughout the world and in 

our country also? This is number one. 

Number two is that some artisans who are working at the village 
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level and at the semi-town level, particularly in the textile fashion desgining, are very poor. 

They are good artisans of our country and they are residing in these particular areas, what 

type of training is the Government giving to them to uplift their ability and to face the 

changing situation? Why I am asking this question is that in the Financial Memorandum 

of the Bill the Government has stated that there is no need for providing funds from the 

Government exchequer and, therefore, the Bill does not involve any expenditure and 

there will be no financial burden on the Consolidated Fund of India. What type of 

action will the Government take to improve the condition or position, particularly, of 

these poor artisans? These are the two particular questions. Thank you. 

�� ��� +(ह ��घ-��: �ohA� 3���	V� !�, 	V !� 	*n��6 �� �)��� ह4
  �� :Cह6��  
�ह �  valuable, fashinonable suggestions X* #� A*���.i�� ��  ����  	�  �"< ह* 2� 	V 
!	}�� ह4
  �� �	���k� �4�� �;�## ����� 2� �*!� )� ह;, :!	� �� !��� !ह�;� .��� 
�ह :
�A�¤4A ,�� >�����B !�, 	V �� A*�!A�:. �	���A� �हf ��, �; <�0�P0 <X0 
A�0 ह	���  ��! �<��, :!�� �)� �q��� )� �हf ��B �� � - �x36 �� ह	� <$;3 ���� 
�� ��  ह	�; �oh.;	� �	.�� ह*, �op� �� %����� ह;�� 3��ह<B �� ��� �हf �� ��� ���� 
�Q���B �� 	V 	
�� ��� 2� o�����A� ���. ��XA 2� �;o5  ���5!5 ��  !�� 33^ ह P �; 
:Cह6�� �ह� �� :!��  �.< �; ��. .��� �Q���, �* ����A 	� ���� �Q���B �*!� 	����� 
���Q;�"�� �� �� ����� ह* �� ह	 �* ����A 	� �< 2� �A� lo� �	�A� 	� <� ��. ���B 
�A� lo� �	�A� , " ���A �� ����A �� 2� �; !��#C! �"<, >��; ?�� ���� ��  �.< 
�� �oh.;	� �हf �op� �	.�, ���� �ह� !� ��ह� ���� ��  �.< )� ! ��9� ह;B ह	���  �x3� �हf 
)� ���� ��� ��� �� ह	 �op� ह;qo� ह*, :! �ह!�� !� :! ��. �; .��� �Q� ह*B 	����� 
!"�� u� 	�8 �� �� �ह � �x-�  ! }�� �"< ह*B 	��� �. )� :! ����  	�  	��� 33^ ह P �� �� 
�; �A�A ���A !VA� 3�ह��  ह*, �� ह	� $;�;�. )���B :!��  �.< :��; ��¥qo� �� ��� 
%����� ��� ,3� :\���" �� ��n	�"��� .��� �Q�� ह*B ��� ह	��� An!5 �
 �o#C! 	� ?�� 
�ह�  �� �; ��
3�, �A�� �� �हf �� )� ह;, �)� :!��  60 !*CA!5 हV B ��� ��.� ��.� �"�6 	� 
ह	 :!��  �.< 2� �;�## ����� B ह	��� �� �. !���� !� ��� ह P ��B �
��� !� )� 
$;�;�. ह*B ह	��� ह����(� !���� !� )� ��� ह P ह*, �!�	 !���� !� )� ��� ह P ह*, 
.���� :!��  �.< <� �
 e�A $;�;�. ��� 3��ह<B 	V 	����� !"�� !� �ह�� 3�ह4
�� �� 
�� ���� ��F� !���� ��  	�_�	 !� $;�;�. .�<
 2� �; )� ,3^ �� ���� �����, ���  2� 
:!��  �.< ह	���  ��! �A�X ह;��, ��" �हf ह;�� �; ह	 ��� �A�X )�| �����, .���� 
���A !*CA!5 ��  .�) ह	 �8� �d�<
�� B �)� �ह�
 	����� !"�� u� 	�8 �� �� �ह� ह* 
2� 	*o	 " �^ �� �� �ह� ह* �� �"q.� 2� 	 n�P 	� 
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X* #� �o��:� ��  $�:��A #; ह;��  ह*B 	V �ह �ह�� 3�ह4
�� �� �ह �;P #��� $"#5� �� 
	�	.� �हf ह* B �ह ?�� ह* �� ��Q�  X* #� 	� ��� ��  ��" ��;�� 	ioq! �; ��Q�  
�ह����, �)�-�)� ��.; �A* Coo5  )� $"#5� ����  हV, .���� �ह !� ?�� �हf ह;�� ह* B 
:!�.< <� $;�;�. )� �P �� :���  �.< �Co� ���	�m! �; �n�.!�� ����� ��<, 
.���� �; $�:��A X* #� #; �����, �� ह	���  $%�4 	� �; ह* �हf,�X� )� �;P �n�.#� ह;�� 
3��ह< �� 	ioq! �; ��� �ह��� 3��ह< 2� ��� �हf �ह��� 3��ह<B  �� �; ह�"!� ह;��  
ह*, �)� �� ��� –�4}�� ��< ����  हV  �� �)� ���� �� )� ह; ����  हV B ��" ����4}�� 
)� ह � ह;�� ह* �; �ह �x-� �हf ह;�� ह* B :!�.< X* #� ��  ��	 �� #��� $"#5� ��  	1��  
�हf ह;�� 3��ह<B �� )� �)� ह	 ��!� #; 	� ����  हV  �; �ह.� �4- .���  ह*  �� ��� $"#5� 
ह;�� 2� ��" ह	 �ह�
 �� ��<
 �; ��� ?�� �ह��� �� �X� >!�� ��.; �AVoo5  ह;�� �; 
�ह ?�� �हf �ह���B ह	 �ह.� �4- .���  ह*  �� �� $"#5� 	� ��� ���� ��.� ह*B �. ह� 
�#;� ह;A. 	� �!q� �� <� X* #� #; ��B �ह �ह � ह� �x-� #; ��B ह	� �ह .��� 
3��ह< �� <� �o���A� !� �ह X* #� ह; �ह� ह*B ह	 ���� �	���k� �� s� !� X* #� #; 
���� ��.6 �; �ह �8� �.,���  �� ��� :! $��� �� �;P ह�"!� � ह;�� ��<B :!��  
�.< �; )� �$�i#���  �A* h! .��� 3��ह<
, �� �� �8� .���<B ह	���  !��� 	����� 
���Q;�"�� !�ह� �� �ह � �x-�  ! }�� �"< ह*B  	V !	}�� ह4
  �� �; 7�4�;e� A �
 k;. �� 
��� ह*, 

His Excellency, the President of India. 

��wk��� �� :!��  ����A� �ह��� B :! ��. 	� �; ! }�� ह* �� �; :!	� !"�� 
ह6��, >�	� <� ��F� !)� !"�� 2� "; .;� !)�  !"�� ह6�� B 	V !)� ��vA�6  !� 
$��5�� �8��
 �� ह; !��  �; �� ���� s� !� :!	� 	�ह.� <	0��0 )��� 2� >�	� )� �� 
	�ह.� <	0��0 ����� �;Q� �ह � X* #� �; " ���� !� .��� ह;B ��� �ह � ����o 
	*A�.�A�P ह;�� �; 	V �हf !	}�� �� :! ��. �; �;P X��"� ह;��B :!�.< �; 	*n�!5 
:! �;A5  	� ��� ह* �� �� 	*n�!5 ��XA ��<
��, ��" ह; !��  �; >�	� .�o� <	0���0 �; 
�$�i��A�� "�  2� �ह )� >��; �; �� XV #� <$;3 ��.� ह6B :��� ह� �हf :!	� AICT ��  
	�_�	 !� C�4��	 �A* Coo!5 �� ��< �< ह*, >���  �ह!�� !� 3.���B �*q�  <�o#� 
o��i���!�X�� #� �ह � ह; �ह� ह* B ���	�m! �� :��� �o	�
o ह* �� �)� �;A� ,\	 ह; 
��� ह*B ह	��� �	� ���� 	� �)� 26 ��!�A <�!�;A5  ह � ह*, UAE  	� 18 ��!�A ह � ह*, 
�ह�
 �� :!�� 2� )� �o	�
o ह*B �)� )� �A4 o�m! :!�; �4�� �हf �� �� �ह�  हV B �� �� 
������ ��
3 ह��� !� F��"� �A4 o�m! ��ह� �< ह*B :! ]�� 	� <� )� �A4 o�A ��-
<n�.��o �हf ह*B :!�� �o	�
o ह* �� :!	� 100 ��!�A �i� �� �!��;��A� ह*B 	����� 
!"�� u� ���Q;�"�� �� �ह �ह�  ��  �� �� 	V :!	� ���� ह4
  2� �x36 !� �4-�� ह4
  �� 
���� ��� ��	 ह* 2� �� �ह�
 !� �< ह;, �; >�	� �P  
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.Q���� 	����o� ह;�� ह*, �; �� �ह � �����#� ��.� ह;�� ह*, �� :��� A�:A ��n��� 	�  
!�, ��� हV, 	V >� ��x3�6 !� �ह�� ह4
  �� � nह���  �*�
m! �� ���A 	� ��6  )���? �� �ह�� ह*  
�� ह	���  �*�
m! �� �ह� �� ?�� ह*, �ह�
 )� ���� ह;, � 	 ���� ��  �.< X� ह;, it’s your 

right. ���� �� a!� ������ )� X* #� ��  ]�� 	� ���� ��x3�6 �; )�� �ह�  हV B �ह�
 �"q.� 
�� .Q�� ह*, ��" >!�� �
�� 	*��A �.�A 	� 3�C�P 	� ��� ह*, �; >!� 3�C�P ���� �Q�� 
ह*, ��!� �� ��
9���� 	�, ��!� �� �;.���� 	� �
�� ��� ह*, �; >!� ���� �Q�� ह*B �ह 
�ह � difficult �ह ?�� ह* �� <� !�. ��  ��" ��� medical gounds �� �;P $i7.	 
ह*, �; ह	 >Cह�  >���  ]�� 	� .��� �� �;�## ����  ह*  .���� �;!�� �� ह;��  ह*, :! 
�ह!�� !�  :��; �ह�
 ���� ह� �Q�� ह*B ���«m!, ���� �x36 �; ��ह� )���� ह*, ����� ह� 
����m! ��� �;��  ह*  �� ह	��� �x3� �; 	 
�P !4A �हf ���� ह*, 	 
�P ��.� ��� �;��  ह*  
�� �;.���� !4A �हf ���� ह*B :!�� ����� ह	 ����. �ह�  ह*  �� long run �� �ह�
 )� 
����m! 3�ह�  �� �A4 o�m! 3�ह� , �हf :��; �ह�� �� ! ��9� ह;B :��� ह; �हf, ह	�� �q!5 
ह;�A. ��  �.< �
 �.!�� �AVoo5  ����� ह* �� .Q��  �; �हf )� ao��A ह; !��� हV, 
.���� .Q���6 ��  �.< �8� �q!5 ह;�A. ह;�� ह� 3��ह<B :!��  �.< ��
9���� 	� ह;�A. 
�� ��	^( ��
) ह � ह*, �)� 	V 	 
�P ��� ��, �ह�
 )� ह;�A. ���� ��
) ह � ह*B ह	 
$i�;��A� "���  ह*  �� o�d !�. �� ��ह <� !�. 	� ह;�A. �4�� ���<, �P ��ह6 �� ह	 
����< �� )� ह;�A. .���  ह*B :! ��ह ह	��� �q!5 ह;�A. �� $i�;��A� ह*B  
 
 u� #�, ,��� >Y�� �ह	" 2� u� 	;:� . ह!�  !�ह� ��  ,�"� 2� हVo.4	 
��  ����  	�  �����B :!��  �.< ह	�� "4�"��� ��  :.��6 	� हVo.4	 2� हVo�e��A ��  �� 
"4!��  artisans ह*, >���  �.< � - clusters �� ��< ह* 2� ह	���  �A4 o�m! �ह� ����  ह*B 
��
3--ह $"�# :!	� :C�iq� ह* 2� �ह�
 ��  10,000 .;� �; ����� �� ��,� ��  ��3� 
����-���� �� �ह�  हV, :� �#�q��6 ��  !�� �	.�� ह	���  �A4 o�m! ��	 ����  ह*B :!	� 
�; ��F� #��	. हV, �� ह*-��^A�, 	_� $"�#, � ����, �� �., ��Z3	 �
��.B ���� 
��
�A�A� a
!� 	� �� ����  ��F� 	� ��" ���; a!� .���  ह* �� �ह :.���, �ह ��.� 
����"�  ��  �.< �ह � �x-� <����  ह*, �; ��" �ह�
 -h�� �� !�A� ह*, �; �ह�
 -h�� ��  
�A4 o�m!; ���� 3��ह<, :!��  �.��� ��" -h�� ��  �< !�A� ,;.�� �� 	1��  ��� ह*, �; 
:� �A4 o�m! �;  $i�;��A� "� ��< �� �� �ह�
 ��<
 2� :� .;�6 �; X* #� �!,<
B 	V 
!	}�� ह4
  �� �; .;� "4�"��� ��  :.��6 	� ह*, >��; :!!� �ह � X��"� ह;��B  

 >�!)���� 	ह;"�, u� ��
9� �`�" �� �� �	 ��Q6 �� ��� �ह� ह*B 	V �ह 
����� 3�ह�� ह4
  �� -h���  <� X
 �#� 	� 	V 2� �i	!5 �	���A� �< �� B �ह�
 	V��  
�o��:�� .;�6 !� �ह�  �� 34
�� 	V �	���! ]�� !� ह4
 , :!�.< �� .;� a!� X* #� ��  
��� ���:<,  
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���� .;� F��"�  !� F��"� ��Q�  �ह�� 2� ��Q�  �� ,�� F��"� ह;B �	 ��Q6 �� 
" ���� !� हA��, a!� �o��:� ��  ��� ���< ��<
, ���� .;� F��"� ��Q�  �ह�� B 
Western Countries !� �� �हf !� )� X* #� �� �; )� �	4�� ��� ह*, �ह ह	���  �
 k;. !� 
��ह� �� ��� ह*B .;� ��� 3�ह��  ह*  �� a!� X* #� 3��ह<, �; �*# X* #� ��� ह*B X* #� 
�; introduce ���� ��.� ���� imagination !� �ह �q��� ���� ह*B 	V !	}�� ह4
  �� 
X* #� �;P ���  3�� �हf ह* B lह" ���� �ह � X* #���. ह* B �ह �`� �� ��.�X ह* B 	 y� 
��� �ह ह* �� �� :!� ��! ����< !� "�,��  ह*B ��� �� ��
�6 	� ��<
��, �; ह	���  
�ह�� �)� )� ���) ��  ��3� ��Q�  �ह��� ह*B �ह routine !� ��� ह*B a!� ह���6 �ह�� 
���; �x- 2� �ह	"���" 	� �	.���B ����  ]�� 	� )� ह6��, tribal  .;� )� ह6��, 
�����  �.< �ह X* #� �हf , ह*, it is routine.  �� backless ��.� 	�	.� ह*, �� ��
�6 
	� ��:<, �ह�
 �� �)� )� a!� ह� ��Q�  �ह��� ह*B  

 �� .��)� 5H�#: �� 	��4�� 	� �ह��� ह*, �ह�
 ����� ह*B  

 �� ��� +(ह ��घ-��: �हf, ����� �हf ह*, �ह routine ह*B  

 ����� �=�#� ���: �हf, ����� �� ��ह !� �हf ह*B  

 �� ��� +(ह ��घ-��: 	V tribal  .;�6 �� ��� �हf  �� �ह� ह4
 , .���� �; .;� 
#ह�6 ��  periphery  	�  �ह��  ह*, �� )� a!� ��Q�  �ह���  ह*B �ह <� routine !� ह*, ���� 
!	�� �� %����� ��  �� !�� �� a!� ��Q�  �ह���  ह*  B  backless ��.� 	�	.� ह*, �ह )� 
�ह���  ह*B  

 �� @#� +(ह (>�� $"�#): 	
�� ��, �
��  "; ह� ��ह ��  ह;�� हV  –� - .;� 
�& ��  	���  ह;��  ह*, � - #1� !� �
��  ह;��  ह*B 

 �� ��� +(ह ��घ-��: �ह !ह� ह*  �� X* #� a!� �हf ह;�� 3��ह< �� X* #� ��  
��	 �� �� #��� $"#5� ���, ��!!� "�,�� ��.� �; ���� �� .��B ��!� 	�ह.� �� �x3� 
�� ������ ���� ह*, �; ह	���  	� 	� �)� )� ���� �� �हf ��� ह*, .���� a!� ह� ��� 
>!�; �,� ��<��, �; �8� �"	�� 	� ���� �� ��� ह*B :!�.< a!� �हf ह;�� 3��ह<B 
�� ह	���  �ह�
 X* #� �� " ���� "� �,<, �� ,� ��ह6 ��:<, �� �;(��5  ��:<, �� 
�
��� –<.;�� ��:<,  �हf �;P �	� �हf ह*B 	V on record �ह�� 3�ह�� ह4
  �� ����! 
2� Western Countries �; )� India ��  ��! ��� �Q���, ��6�� India  ��  ��! �; 
fashion imagination  ह*, ह; !��� ह* �� ��� ��.� �"�6 	� �ह fashion hub  ���, a!� 
ह	��� �* ���!A� ह*B 	V !	}�� ह4
  �� :! �* ���!A� ��  �ह!�� !� ���A �� ��. �8� ह	��� 
	"" ����� B ����� )� 	����� 	*n�!5 �� :!	� �;�"�� ���� ह*-	ह� CE ��, 	*o	 " �^  
��, ��9f �`�" ��, �ह	� !�ह�, ���Q;�"�� !�ह�, 	�8 �� ��, 	V !��� �)���  ह4
 B  
:! ��. !� :!�� �A*oo5  ह�P �����,  
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�x36 	� ��Z��! �<��, �*��m! �; >Cह�  )���� ��  �.< ��Z��! �<�� �� ह	���  �x3� �; 
�op� �	.���, �op� ��  !�� �� " ���� )� 	� :!�� %����� �d� !��� ह*, :��; ���� )� 
�	.���, :Cहf #7"6 ��  !��  	V ��!� $��5�� �8�� �� :! ��. �; ��! ���B �)� :!� 
.;� !)� 	� )� .� ���� �Q���B ���� �x-�  ! }�� �"< ह*B :! �ह!�� !� 	��� ��!� 
$��5�� ह* ��  :!� !�5!n	�� !� ��! ��� , ���� �P ��d�, �; X* #� �� " ���� 	� ��� � 
�ह� ह*, :!� 	1�� �	.�B :Cह� #7"6 ��  !�� 	V ���� ��� !	�h� ���� ह4
 B 9C���"B 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The question is: 

"That the Bill to establish and incorporate the National Institute of Fashion 

Technology for the promotion and development of education and research in fashion 

technology and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto, be taken 

into consideration." 

The motion was adopted. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall now take up clause-by-clause consideration 

of the Bill. In Clause 2, there is one-amendment (No. 3) by the hon. Minister. 

Clause 2 - Definitions 

SHRI SHANKERSINH VAGHELA: Sir, I move: 

3. That at page 2, for lines 10—14, the following be substituted, namely,— 

'(e) "fashion" includes a popular trend or a lifestyle, specially in styles of dress and 

ornament or manners or behaviour or the business of creating, promoting or studying 

styles in vogue or the designing, production and marketing of new styles of goods, such as 

clothing, accessories, craft, cosmetics; and the words "fashion technology" with their 

grammatical variations and cognate expressions, shall be construed accordingly;' 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

Clause 2, as amended, was added to the Bill. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: In Clause 3, there are eight amendments (No. 4—11) 

by the hon. Minister. 

Clause 3 - Establishment of the Institute 
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SHRI SHANKERSINH VAGHELA: Sir, I move: 

4. That at page 2, after line 37, the following be inserted, namely,— 

"(b) three Members of Parliament, two from Lok Sabha to be nominated by 

the speaker of Lok Sabha and one from Rajya Sabha to be nominated by the Chairman of 

Rajya Sabha;" 

5. That at page 2. line 38, for the bracket and letter "(b)" the bracket and letter "(c)" 

be substituted. 

6. That at page 2, line 39, for the bracket and letter "(c)" the bracket and letter "(d)" 

be substituted. 

7. That at page 2, line 41, for the bracket and letter "(d)" the bracket and letter "(e)" 

be substituted. 

8. That at page 2, line 43, for the bracket and letter "(e)" the bracket and letter "(f)" 

be substituted. 

9. That at page 2, line 46, for the bracket and letter "(f)" the bracket and letter 

"(g)" be substituted. 
 

10. That at page 3, line 1, for the bracket and letter "(g)" the bracket and letter "(h)" 

be substituted. 

11. That at page 3, after line 11,the following be inserted, namely,— 

"(7) It is hereby declared that the office of the member of the Board of 

Governors shall not disqualify its holder for being chosen as, or for being, a member of 

either House of Parliament." 

The questions were put and the motions were adopted. 

Clause 3, as amended, was added to the Bill. 

Clauses 4 to 34 were added to the Bill. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: In Clause 1, there is one amendment (No 2) by the 

hon. Minister. 

Clause 1 - Short title and commencement 

SHRI SHANKERSINH VAGHELA: Sir, I move: 

2. That at page 1, line 4, for the figure "2005" the figure "2006" be substituted. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. Clause 1, as 

amended, was added to the Bill. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: In the Enacting Formula, there is one amendment 

by the hon. Minister. 
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Enacting Formula 

SHRI SHANKERSINH VAGHELA: Sir, I move: 

1. That at page 1, line 1, for the words "Fifty-sixth" the words "Fifty-seventh" be 

substituted. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

The Enacting Formula, as amended, was added to the Bill. 

The Title was added to the Bill. 

SHRI SHANKERSINH VEGHELA: Sir, I move: 

"That the Bill, as amended, be passed." 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

___________ 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we take up the reply of the hon. Minister on 

the discussion on the working of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 

Discussion on working of the Ministry of Information                                             

and Broadcasting — Contd. 

THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND THE MINISTER 

OF INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING (SHRI PRIYARANJAN 

DASMUNSI). Mr. Deputy Cairman, Sir in the last Session of Parliament, I had the 

privilege to initiate the discussion on the working of my Ministry, I.e., the Ministry of 

information and Broadcasting I am highly thankful to all the distinguished Members. 

iiKe: Shri Rajeev Shukla, Shri Ravi Shankar Prasadji, Shnmat; Brida Karatji. Shri, Shyam 

Benegalji, Shri Perumalji, Shrimati Jaya Bachchanji, Shri E.M. Sudarsana Natchiappanji, 

Shri Shatrughan Sinhaji, Shri R. Shunmugasundaramji, Shri Tarlochan Singhji, Shri 

Moolchand Meenaji, Shri Manoj Bhattacharyaji, Shri Ram Narayan Sahuji, Shri 

Kripal Parmar, Shri Shantaram Laxman Naikji, Shri V. Narayanasamy and Shri 

Janardhana Poojaryji for their rich contribution to the debate. A few of them are no more 

the Members of the House, yet, I value their suggestions and their understanding of the 

present scenario that is being there in the film world, in the Prasar Bharati and in the 

print media 
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